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For untold millennia, the humanoid races have dwelt alongside mighty wyrms. Dragons have helped

raiseÃ¢â‚¬â€¢and destroyÃ¢â‚¬â€¢great empires, and wherever they pass they leave a heritage of

awe and power. Pathfinder Player Companion: Legacy of Dragons delves into the ripples left by a

dragonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s passing: the legends and philosophies left in their wake, the vendettas sworn

against them, and especially the bloodlines they foster. Learn to think, move, and fight like these

legendary beasts, and call out the untapped potential in your own blood. Dragons stop being

monsters and become your first step toward personal glory with Legacy of Dragons!
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This is a 32 page booklet that follows the same quality standards of all Paizo books. The quality of

the covers and the paper is really good.Sadly, the art is not on par with other of Paizo's books. It is

not bad art, it just doesn't impress to the level of other books.The book is meant to provide options

for characters that have a "dragon legacy", that means that they have dragon blood on their veins or

otherwise have gained some connection to the dragons.The book offers options for all classes, so

you can check how a Rogue that is descended from dragons might develop some abilities, or

maybe a Paladin that developed a rapport with a drake as a mount. It also offers many feat options

to enrich Golarion setting (official Pathfinder setting), such as Heritage feats or Regional

Feats.Some of the ideas are actually very good, but also very specific. If you are playing a game

where dragons are central to the mythology and characters may develop draconic ties and powers,

this book is definitively for you.



Came in perfect condition, promptly! We love this set, it has a great amount of pawns that can be

used for all kind of campaigns!

Good for a gamer .

I was a little disappointed in the material in this book. It's primarily a DM reference, minimal player

content.

love it! awesome stuff for customizing characters with a draconic theme.

Very small and not worth the price
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